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2.

3.

4.

5.

Directions (1-5): Study the following
arrangement carefully and answer the
questions given below.
Q9K#P@3ENSAC*G©UM7FIV%
4Z8Y
If all the numbers are dropped from the above
arrangement, which of the following will be
the seventeenth from the right end?
A. E
B. P
C. I
D. C
E. @
Which of the following is the sixth to the left
of the fifth to the left of ‘V’?
A. 3
B. A
C. N
D. S
E. None of these
Which of the following is the eighth to the left
of the fourteenth from the left end of the
above arrangement?
A. V
B. 4
C. %
D. E
E. None of these
Four of the following five are alike in a certain
way based on their positions in the above
arrangement and so form a group. Which is
the one that does not belong to that group?
A. IM%
B. CNG
C. 3#N
D. UGC
E. GAU
How many such symbols are there in above
arrangement, each of which is immediately
preceded by an alphabet and immediately
followed by a number?
A. None
B. One
C. Two
D. Three
E. None of these

7.

8.

9.

10.

Directions (11-12): Study the following
information and answer the given questions.

11.

Directions (6-10): Study the following
arrangement carefully and answer the
questions given below—

6.

How many such numbers are there in the
above arrangement, each of which is
immediately preceded by a letter but not
immediately followed by a symbol?
A. None
B. One
C. Two
D. Three
E. More than three
How many such vowels are there in the above
arrangement, each of which is immediately
followed by a symbol?
A. None
B. One
C. Two
D. Three
E. More than three
Four of the following five are alike in a certain
way based on their positions in the above
arrangement and so form a group. Which is
the one that does not belong to that group ?
A. XCA
B. 9RF
C. #@D
D. 3V5
E. IQD
Which of the following is the fourth to the left
of the twelfth from the left end?
A. %
B. 8
C. 2
D. D
E. None of these

12.

7XEC4A9%RF1U#B@8DI©QMD
32V$5NP6G
How many such consonants are there in the
above arrangement, each of which is
immediately preceded by a consonant and
immediately followed by a number?
A. None
B. One
C. Two
D. Three
E. More than three

S is the wife of J. A is the only son of X. O is
the only sister of N. Y is the father of A. The J
and X are the brother and sister may or may
not be respectively. S is the mother of the
two children and neither of them is a son.
What is the relation of O with respect to the
X?
A. Uncle.
B. Niece.
C. Aunt.
D. Sister.
E. Can’t be determined
What is the relation of A with respect to the
person N?
A. Brother-in-law
B. Cousin
C. Sister
D. Father
E. Uncle
Directions (13-14): Study
information
carefully
and
questions given below:

the following
answer
the

K and T are siblings. S is sister-in-law of T. P
is brother of R, who is granddaughter of M. T
is aunt of P.
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13.

14.

How is M related to K?
A. Father
B. Mother
C. Uncle
D. Can’t be determined
E. None of these
How is R related S?
A. Son
B. Daughter
C. Sister
D. Nephew
E. None of these

Directions (21-22): Study the following
information to answer the given questions:

21.

Directions
(15-17): Study
the
given
information and answer the given questions.

15.

16.

17.

Anu is the mother of Bala who is the sister of
Chandra. Danny is the son of Chandra. Elex is
the brother of Danny. Feni is the mother of
Elex. Gopi is the granddaughter of Anu. Heena
has only two children, Bala and Chandra. Bala
is not married.
How is Feni related to Heena?
A. Son-in-law
B. Daughter-in-law
C. Father-in-law
D. Granddaughter
E. Can’t Say
How is Chandra related to Elex?
A. Father
B. Son
C. Mother
D. Sister
E. Can’t Say
Who is the mother of Gopi?
A. Chandra
B. Bala
C. Feni
D. Bala or Feni
E. Chandra or Feni

22.

Direction (23-25): Study the following
information
carefully
and
answer
the
questions based on it.

Directions (18-20): Read the following
information
carefully
and
answer
the
questions which follow.

18.

19.

20.

Point P is 9 m towards the East of point Q.
Point R is 5 m towards the South of point P.
Point S is 3 m towards the West of point R.
Point T is 5 m towards the North of point S.
Point V is 7 m towards the South of point S.
If a person walks in a straight line for 8 m
towards West from point R, which of the
following points would he cross the first?
A. V
B. Q
C. T
D. S
E. Can’t be determined
Which of the following points are in a straight
line?
A. P, R, V
B. S, T, Q
C. P, T, V
D. V, T, R
E. S, V, T

If ‘A × B’ means ‘A is wife of B’
If ‘A + B’ means ‘A is brother of B’
If ‘A ÷ B’ means ‘A is daughter of B’
If ‘A - B’ means ‘A is son of B’
How is Q related to P if ‘P + R × T - Q’?
A. Granddaughter
B. Can not be determined
C. Grandmother
D. Grandmother/Grandfather
E. None of the above
How is R related to Q, if ‘P – Q + R ÷ T’?
A. Brother/Sister
B. Niece
C. Sister
D. Nephew/Niece
E. None of these
How is T related to P, if P × Q -T+ R’?
A. Mother
B. Father-in-law
C. Mother-in-law
D. Mother-in-law/Father-in law
E. None of the above

23.

24.

25.

3

Ram starts from point R, which is 6m to the
west of point S. From point R, he walks 10m
to the south, takes a left turn and then walks
for 3 m. He then takes a right turn, walk for
4 m and stops at point T. Mohan starts from
point M, which is 5 m to the north of S. He
walks to the east of M for 3 m. He then turns
right and walks 15 m to reach at point N then
he turns towards right and walks 3 m to reach
finally at point A.
What is the total distance between S and A?
A. 15 m
B. 5 m
C. 3 m
D. 10 m
E. 4 m
Mohan is in which direction of its final
destination with respect to Ram's final
destination?
A. North-West
B. South- East
C. North- East
D. South- West
E. North
Point N is in which direction with respect to R?
A. South- East
B. East
C. South- West
D. North- East
E. North- West
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Direction (26-28): Study the information
given below and answer the questions based
on it.

26.

27.

28.

30.

Rahul goes to his office from his house by a
car. He drives the car from point A. He drives
5 km towards south and reaches point B, then
he turns to his right and drives 4 km and
reaches point C. Now he turns to his right and
drives 12 km and reaches point D. He then
takes a left turn and drives 5km and reaches
point E. Finally he drives 7 km towards south
and reaches his office. Point F is exactly
midway between point C and D.
What is the shortest distance between point A
and his office?
A. 10km
B. 9km
C. 7km
D. 6km
E. None of these
If point G is 4km to the east of the point D,
then how far is G from A and in which
direction from point A?
A. 7km, north
B. 5km, north
C. 9km, south
D. 7km, east
E. None of these
If Rahul goes 5km to the east from the office,
then how far and in which direction will he be
from point D?
A. 7km, south
B. 4km, north
C. 1km, south
D. 5km, north
E. None of these

31.

Direction
(32-34): Study
the
given
information carefully and answer the given
questions.

32.

33.

Direction
(29-30): Study
the
given
information carefully and answer the given
questions.

29.

How far and in which direction is point F from
point A?
A. 7 metres towards North
B. 6 metres towards South
C. 8 metres towards South
D. 6 metres towards North
E. None of these
Direction: In a row of children facing north,
A stands 15th from the left and B stands
9th from the left. C, who stands exactly
between A and B, is 7th from the right. What
is the total number of children standing in the
row?
A. 21
B. 17
C. 18
D. 19
E. None of these

34.

Sunil started walking from point A. He walked
6 metres towards East to reach point B. From
point B he took a right turn and walked
3 metres to reach point C. From point C he
took a right turn and walked 10 metres to
reach point D. From point D he took a left
turn and walked 4 metres to reach point E.
From point E, he walked 4 metres left to
reach point F. Point G is exactly midway
between point C and point D.
If Sunil walks 4 metres to the North of point
F, how far and in which direction will he be
from point G?
A. 1 metre towards East
B. 2 metres towards East
C. 1 metre towards West
D. 2 metres towards West
E. 1.5 metres towards East

In a group of six people P, Q, R, S, T and U,
each having a different weight, S is heavier
than Q. R is lighter than only T and P. Q is not
the lightest. P is not the heaviest.
Who amongst the following is the lightest?
A. T
B. P
C. R
D. U
E. None of these
Who amongst the following is the second
heaviest?
A. R
B. S
C. U
D. T
E. P
How many people are lighter than S?
A. None
B. Three
C. Two
D. More than three
E. One
Direction (35-36): Study the information
given below and answer the questions based
on it.
There are 6 persons in a list A, B, C, D, E and
F.
They
got
different
marks
in
an
examination. C got more marks than D but
less than B. E got more marks than F and F
got the least marks among them. The one
who got the highest marks got 400 marks and
the one who got least marks got 60
marks. The one who got highest marks, his
position in the list is number 1 and the one
who got least marks, his position in the list is
number 6.
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35.

36.

37.

38.

If A got 400 marks and E’s position in the list
is 2nd last and the persons whom got last
3 positions in the list their average marks are
95, then what will be the total marks of D and
E together?
A. 245
B. 235
C. 225
D. 200
E. None of these
If A got 1st position and D got 4th position in
the list. Now if A, the one who got least marks
and D got total marks equal to 610 then how
much marks D scored?
A. 140
B. 160
C. 150
D. 50
E. None of these
How many such pairs of letters are there in
the word COMPUTER each of which has as
many letters between them in the word (in
both forward and backward directions) as in
the English alphabet?
A. One
B. Two
C. Three
D. Four
E. More than 4
Which letter is third to the left of the formed
word by using the alphabets which are at
second, third, fourth and seventh place in the
word ‘JUSTICE’. If more than one word is
formed, then select 'X'. If no word is formed,
select 'Y'?

A. E
C. Y
E. U

B. X
D. T

Direction (39-40): Study the information
given below and answer the questions based
on it.

39.

40.

***
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Six friends M, N, O, P, Q and R are standing in
descending order of their height from left to
right side. All are facing towards north. No
two of them have same height. One person is
between M and O and Q and M is taller to O.
Only two persons are shorter to O. One
person is between Q and R. R is not the
tallest. At least two persons are between P
and N. P is taller to N.
Who among the following is the tallest in the
group?
A. Q
B. N
C. M
D. P
E. O
How many persons are between M and N?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
E. 4
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